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●Vortex in our life: Bubble ring, vortex of cigarette, etc…
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Γ: circulation

𝑉: vortex volume

∆𝜌: density difference

●Simple experiments to mimic nature provide to understand the nature.

D’arcy Thompson, “On growth and form” 

(1961).

Experimental Results

★Horizontal view (Captured from a bottom of a container) [1]

●Time series of breakup and deformation of droplet

(droplet size r =1.3 mm, mode m = 2)
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●Polygonal deformation of a droplet [1]
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●Probability distribution p(m)        

with several sample numbers N [2]
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★Side view (Captured from a side of a container)
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Vortex size increases

Vertical disturbance becomes large.

Vortex size increases

Disturbance becomes large.

●Probability distribution p(m)        

with several droplet sizes r [2]

A droplet deforms a polygonal shape.

(This is not reported in previous studies.)
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p(m) converges with increasing N.

p(m) with several r is investigated in N=50.

・ Peak values of p(m) increase 

with r and Dr.

・ Peak value decreases  

in an increasing of m.

Discussion [2]

Conclusion

●Phenomenological model 1

G is an important factor to 

determine the mode of the breakup. 
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Comparison with experimental results

・We focused on the breakup of the falling droplet and investigated the numbers of the breakup.

・(1) RT instability and (2) Expanding of the vortex ring are important factors for the mode selection.
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(1) A droplet is put on the surface of the base solution in the double cylinder.

(2) The process of the droplet is captured 

from lateral and bottom sides of the cylinder using cameras.
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(2) Diffusion equation 

(1) Navier-Stokes equation 

(RT instability: Rayleigh-Taylor instability) 

(2’) Diffusion equation 

(1’) Navier-Stokes equation 

Dimensionless

*Nondimensional Parameter

𝐺 =
𝜌1−𝜌2
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(4)

●Navier-Stokes equation

●Expanding of the radius R(t) of the vortex ring  

We proposed a new phenomenological model

*Theoretical results

*Experimental results

𝛼/𝜈 = 4.3 × 10−2 𝐺 − 0.16Experimental results provided

Our experimental results agree 

with our theoretical arguments.

・Our experiments of the probability distributions p(m) agree with those obtained from our phenomenological model.

𝜈 = 0.091 𝜈 = 0.145

𝜈 = 0.091 𝜈 = 0.145
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